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The Day Tom Nelson Confessed 
Pastoral Malpractice

https://www.christianitytoday.com/
pastors/2014/spring/power-to-people.html
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inadequate theology | impoverished view of the gospel | unfaithful pastor 
today I need to confess … | faithful to the biblical text? | ask your forgiveness

I have failed you | theological & clerical malpractice | Sunday Christian

‘Dissonance’



• Luther and the Catholic/Protestant Distortion of 
Vocation … “everyone, everywhere, everything … 
but by him, to him, for him” (Os Guinness, The Call)

• Faith–Work Integration: Closing Sunday–Monday gap
• The London Institute of Contemporary Christianity 

(LICC), frontlines, gathered–scattered church, and 
whole life discipleship: “learning the way of Jesus 
in their context at this moment” (Neil Hudson)

• Theological education, Schleiermacher’s “zombie 
categories”, clerical/ecclesial paradigms and language

FWI/WLD: A Wider Movement



Embedding in Qld?

Faith and Work in Australia Survey Results (n=19)



Methodology
A survey presenting QB pastors with a range of 
statements emerging from the WLD and FWI movements 
and asking them to indicate their agreement or 
disagreement with them on a five-point Likert scale. 



Methodology
Of the 400 Queensland Baptist pastors, 57 completed the survey 
using pen and paper and 23 responded online (+/- 10% error).

Years since completion of theological education



Findings
No correlation between age or length of time since 
completing primary theological study and average 
agreement with the statements.



Findings
Strongly Affirmed Statements:
• “I see, from Genesis to Revelation, the high importance of 

work and the vital connections between faith, work, and 
economics.” 

• “The gospel speaks into every nook and cranny of life, 
connecting Sunday worship with Monday work in a 
seamless fabric of Holy Spirit empowered faithfulness.” 

• “As image bearers of God we are designed to image a 
working God.” 



Findings
Aspirational Statements:
• “I restrict the language of ‘full-time ministry’ to describe 

pastoral or missionary work.”
• “I regularly visit members of my congregation in their 

workplaces.” 
• “Our Sunday worship services seek not only to connect 

Sunday to Monday, but to bring Monday into Sunday.” 



Findings
Controversial Statements:
• “Our congregant’s vocation is the primary work of the 

church.” 
• “There is no more sacred place than the workplace where 

God calls his people to serve the common good.”
• “The primary way we love our neighbour is in and through 

our work.”



Findings
The Promotion of WLD and FWI in Queensland Baptist 
Churches:

1. Segments in church services dedicated to testimonies 
about work.

2. Careful/revised use of language to break down the 
sacred/secular divide.

3. Use of integrated sermon/small group courses like 
“Fruitfulness on the Frontline.”



Findings
The Promotion of WLD and FWI in Queensland Baptist 
Churches:

4. Prayer for work during church services.
5. Gatherings to encourage and pray for business people.
6. Teaching about workplace ministry in sermons and other 

contexts.
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The Promotion of WLD and FWI in Queensland Baptist 
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4. Prayer for work during church services.
5. Gatherings to encourage and pray for business people.
6. Teaching about workplace ministry in sermons and other 

contexts.



Your Thoughts?
• Questions on the study, method(ology) or findings?
• Pairs/Threes: Your take before our interpretation?



Discussion: Pastors
• How did the pastors discover the integrated and 

holistic gospel, if not via theological education? … 
barriers and enablers ð partnership and programs

• For pastors: resolve dissonance with big story and 
better practices … a more holistic anthropology, 
action–reflection integration (see, judge, act)



Discussion: Theological Educators
1. Avoid overstatement … avoiding PDV with holistic 
framing of vocation, work, eschaton … WLD vs. FWI
2. Tell the larger story ... Better metaphors or 
fruitfulness, a bigger story of shalom and salvation
that “integrates faith, work and economic wisdom for 
the flourishing of our communities”
3. Reform our language … ‘full-life Christian service’ 
on our frontlines whether gathered or scattered … 
ministry, church, sacred–secular … reflective cycle  
4. Keep persevering … champion WLD and partner



Confessing Academic Malpractice?
• Conclusions, Questions and Comments
• Implications for your context and practice?
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STATE OF THE FWI & WLD @ 
MALYON THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE

bit.ly/ACTFaithWorkReport + SLIDES

I. EXPERIENCE (What is going on?)

II. EXPLORATION (Why is this going on?)

III. REFLECTION (What should be going on? 
And where is the common ground?)

IV. ACTION (How will we respond?)

http://bit.ly/ACTFaithWorkReport
http://bit.ly/FWIgathering


Understanding Change in Theological Education
Rubric adapted for the Oikonomia Network from a rubric prepared by Amy Sherman and Greg Forster for the 2016 Faith at Work Summit

https://oikonomianetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/ON-RUBRIC-for-change.pdf
https://oikonomianetwork.org/2018/04/how-are-you-doing-a-rubric-for-schools/


FWI & WLD @ Malyon College



FWI & WLD @ Malyon College



FWI @ Malyon College



MCE41/61-D

INTEGRATING 
FAITH & WORK

http://traverse.org.au/base/integrating-faith-and-work/


New Words | Expansive & 
Gospel-Centred Theological Frames

sacred–secular dichotomy
quadruple bottom line 

four mandates in missio Dei
promoting shalom, 

restraining sin, 
extending salvation

Joining God’s 6 types of work
Sherman’s four pathways

LICC’s 7 M’s for FOFL
Schuurman’s 4 elements of work

mapping the kingdom gap

Framing, Discerning and stewarding vocation … 

MCE41/61-D
VOCATIONAL

STEWARDSHIP



Four Mandates Framing Our Mission
CULTIVATE                                        LOVE

Cultural Mandate
(Genesis 1:26-28)

Cultivate the World

Great Commandments
(Matthew 22:33-40)

Love God and Neighbour
Great Commission

(Matthew 28:18-20)

Evangelise/Disciple 
Nations

New Commandment
(John 13:34-35)

Love One Another

CREATION
COMMANDMENTS

= SHALOM
(all people)

REDEMPTION 
COMMANDMENTS

= SALVATION
(Jesus’ co-workers) 

MCE41/61-D
VOCATIONAL

STEWARDSHIP



Who Are We, For Jesus Christ, Today?

A Quadruple Bottom Line:

Economic Profitability (Profit)

Social Capital (People)

Environmental Sustainability (Planet)

Spiritual Capital (Purpose)

MCE41/61-D
VOCATIONAL

STEWARDSHIP



LOCATING your 
efforts within 

DIVINE LABOUR

OPUS DEI1 CREATION 
Providential Work
(making shalom … 
designed for good)

2 FALL
Revelatory Work

(breaking shalom … 
damaged by evil)

3 ISRAEL
Justice Work

(seeking shalom … 
chosen to bless)

4 JESUS
Redemptive Work
(saving shalom … 

restored for better)

5 CHURCH
Compassionate Work
(embracing shalom … 
sent together to heal)

6 NEW CREATION 
Creative Work

(entering shalom … 
God sets it all  right)

OUR JOURNEY 
to SHALOM:

(1) Cultivate
(2) Repent
(3) Bless
(4) Love

(5) Reconcile
(6) Worship



Passion? Reconnecting Our Work to God’s
PROVIDENTIAL: provision for and 
sustaining of humans and the creation 

REVELATORY: enlightening truth

JUSTICE: maintaining a life-giving rule of law

REDEMPTIVE: saving & reconciling action

COMPASSIONATE: comforting, healing, 
guiding and shepherding

CREATIVE: fashioning the physical 
and human world to make meaning



I. GROUND WORK: Building Foundations for Life
,,

II. TRUTH WORK: Welcoming Honesty and Wisdom

III. JUSTICE WORK: Standing for a Fair Go

IV. RESTORING WORK: Loving People into Freedom

V. HEALING WORK: Caring and Restoring 
Community

VI. CREATIVE WORK: Crafting a New World



QNS re: CULTURE SHIFT IN 
THEOLOGICAL COLLEGES … 

I. EXPLAIN (What is going on and why?)
Would you describe place and priority of WLD in your local theological 

education context as non-existent, emerging, or established? Why? 
What forces or beliefs most powerfully hinder or help this movement?

II. UNDERSTAND (What should be going on?)
Imagine WLD & FWI in 2025, where your local college is in healthy partnership 

with both church and marketplace. Describe what you hope it will look like.

III. CHANGE (How will we respond?)
What 2 next steps/actions will make the biggest difference in moving toward 

this ideal, establishing and advancing WLD as a college culture? 
(Ideally SMART goals: specific, measurable, achievable, relevant & time-bound)


